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ABSTRACT

Audio decorrelation is a fundamental building block for immer-
sive audio applications. It has applications in parametric spatial
audio coding, audio upmix, audio sound effects and audio render-
ing for virtual or augmented reality applications. In this paper,
we provide insights into the practical design considerations of an
audio decorrelator on the example of the decorrelator contained
within the upcoming MPEG-I Immersive Audio ISO standard [1].
We describe the desirable properties of such a decorrelator, com-
mon approaches for implementation and our particular technology
choices for the decorrelator used in MPEG-I for rendering sound
sources with homogeneous extent.

1. INTRODUCTION

Historically, many electronic sound effects were designed with the
aim to make the sound of an instrument more prominent or “larger”
[2]. Usually this came at the price of certain originally unintended
changes in sound timbre, modulation or pitch variations. Exam-
ples of such effects are (stereophonic) chorus, flanger, phaser and
the like or, if it comes to multitrack recording, the studio tech-
nique of doubling and layering instrumental parts or voices. How-
ever, these artifacts and characteristic sound changes soon were
welcomed and accepted by producers and artists and artistically
integrated into their art performances.

Opposed to these effects, the aim of audio decorrelation is to as
well as possible avoid any perceivable change in the original audio
signal and provide decorrelated, but subjectively indistinguishable
copies of the original input signal. Such decorrelated signals can
then be used e.g. for spatially distributing multichannel sound or
modeling spatial source extent. The latter denotes the technique
of rendering a sound “larger” than the one emitted from a point
source, but rather as if originating from a spatially extended sound
source. Ideally, this can be accomplished without any unintended
artifacts and timbre changes.

Applications for audio decorrelation are in perceptual coding
of audio (parametric stereo/multichannel codecs) [3][4][5], sub-
jective sound enhancement like audio upmix for channel signals
and ambisonic signals and also for Virtual Reality (VR) and Aug-
mented Reality (AR) rendering applications [6]. VR and AR ren-
dering applications implement 6-Degrees-of-Freedom (6DoF) au-
dio rendering for an interactive listener position in 3-dimensional
space (3DoF) plus allowing for arbitrary listener’s head rotary
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movements in all three possible axes (pitch, yaw, roll). One ex-
ample of such a render is the upcoming MPEG-I Immersive Audio
Standard [7] [1][8].

The decorrelation described in this paper has been designed es-
pecially for use within said MPEG-I Immersive Audio standard.
In the MPEG-I renderer, it is utilized for modeling sound sources
with spatial extent [9].

However, the decorrelator is pretty much self-contained and
may find uses in other application including spatially enhanced
audio effects. A combination of decorrelation with well-known
traditional audio effects, eg. echo, delay, panning, tremolo, ap-
pears to be interesting to spatially widen and distribute the raw
effect signal.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Previous Work

In the past, there have been a number of publications on audio
signal decorrelation, for instance from Kendall [10], Boueri et al.
[11] and Kermit et al. [12]. A publication of Potard et al. [13] ad-
dressed the rendering of sound source width through decorrelation
and Anemüller et al. [9] have utilized the decorrelator presented in
this paper to model spatially extended sound sources.

Purnhagen et al. [14] proposed audio decorrelation for paramet-
ric spatial audio coding, e.g. so-called parametric stereo. Here, the
decorrelated signal can be seen as the side signal of a Mid/Side
(M/S) representation of a stereo signal whereas the original input
signal is the mid signal. Two decorrelated output signals are then
obtained from the M/S representation by conversion to Left/Right
(L/R) stereo. An adaptive M/S mix can be used to adjust the per-
ceived spatial width.

Newer publications discuss the insight that transients should be
treated differently from other signal parts in decorrelation as sug-
gested by Disch et al. [15] and Penniman [16]. The reasoning
behind this is two-fold: on one hand, unwanted transient disper-
sion shall be avoided as an audible artefact. On the other hand,
convincing multichannel reproduction of spatial width of ambi-
ence signals consisting of dense transient events (e.g. applause) is
not so much achieved through altered waveforms as produced by
common decorrelation techniques, but rather through a widespread
spatial redistribution of these individual transient events by fine
grain temporal panning [15][17].

2.2. Decorrelator Design Criteria

Audio decorrelators for practical real-time applications ideally
have to fulfill the following requirements:

• Reasonable computational complexity
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• Low latency

• Stream processing capability (single pass processing)

A general audio signal may conceptually be composed of a mix-
ture of many different signal classes, like steady tones, transients,
speech, talking or singing voice or noise. All these signal classes
contained in the signal need to be processed by the decorrelator
with little artifacts. So, a well-designed decorrelator should have a
number of perceptual properties:

• Shall preserve sound timbre

• Shall not sound reverberated

• Shall avoid modulations of amplitude or pitch

• Shall allow precise reproduction of transients

• Shall decorrelate mixtures of spatially distributed transient
events (applause, rain drops, fire crackling)

Audio decorrelation processing with reasonable latency and com-
putational complexity is most successfully attempted by applica-
tion of filters [18]. Allpass filters have the useful property to heav-
ily influence the phase of a signal through their phase response
while having a flat magnitude response. Although the signal wave-
form at a given point in time is dissimilar to the original signal, yet
its timbre is still the same. The most simple allpass filter is a pure
delay corresponding to a linear phase response. However, when in-
put signal and filter output are combined, strong regularly spaced
comb-filtering results and timbre colorization occures.

Therefore, allpass filters that sufficiently alter the signal’s phase
in a more uneven way are preferably used, e.g. a combination
of different allpass filters in series or multiple allpass filters in a
nested structure, where the delay element of one allpass filter is
replaced by a second allpass filter. These filters usually have a
long, ringing impulse response that is audible as a reverberant tail
of the processed sound.

For that reason, key to successful audio decorrelation using all-
pass filters is the preservation or the reconstruction of the signal’s
temporal and spectral envelope. Any reverberant tail caused by the
long impulse response of the filters can be suppressed by applica-
tion of envelope shaping and thereby will become inaudible.

The phase response of suitable allpass filters is also likely to
impair transients in the signal mix through phase dispersion, e.g.
for sharp signal onsets like plugged strings or piano tones. A ded-
icated handling of such transients within the decorrelator process-
ing can further improve perceptual quality.

3. DECORRELATOR CONCEPT

3.1. Overview

The MPEG-I decorrelator is designed to match the criteria de-
scribed above with respect to perceptual quality but also with re-
spect to latency, complexity and stream processing capability.

It is based on overlapping DFTs for analysis of the incoming
signal and synthesis of the decorrelated signal. A combination of
a pre-delay and an allpass filter chain is applied in the (subsam-
pled) DFT subband domain followed by a time/Frequency (t/F)
envelope shaper. The envelope shaper applies an individual tem-
poral envelope shaping in the DFT’s spectral subbands. A short
DFT block size of 256 samples at 48kHz sampling rate keeps la-
tency low at ~2.7ms and also enables direct t/F envelope shaping
downstream in DFT domain with sufficient temporal resolution.

A dedicated transient handling excludes transients from being
subjected to phase dispersion. Excluding onset transients from
decorrelation of most point sources (apart from e.g. mono record-
ings of multi-transient mixtures) appears to not impair the overall
listening impression of spatial extent, which is the main task of
the MPEG-I decorrelator. As explained in subsection 2.1, for said
ambient mixtures of spatially distributed transient events, the indi-
vidual transient events would have to be spatially re-distributed by
other techniques e.g. by rapid amplitude panning [15].

Consequently, transient signal blocks are copied unaltered into
the decorrelator output signal. When adding/subtracting original
signal and processed signal in the output assembly stage, a scaling
factor accounts for the addition of these coherent signal parts and
ensures equal level with the incoherently added/subtracted decor-
related signals.

The transient handling entirely aims at an artefact-free repro-
duction of transient onsets. In consequence, relevant time con-
stants of the transient handling are designed to be shorter than
pre-delay/filterdelay such that any traces of delayed and dispersed
transient onsets are excluded from the output signal.

Figure 1 depicts the block diagram of the decorrelator. To create
two decorrelated output signals yOut1 and yOut2 from one input
signal x, the MPEG-I decorrelator performs the steps that are de-
scribed in the following.

Novel contributions - to our best knownledge - of our new
decorrelator design are the application of low order Schroeder all-
pass filters in the subsampled DFT domain on complex spectral
subband signals, the transient handling functionality and the com-
putationally efficient co-use of the DFT for subband filtering and
subband envelope estimation and shaping.

3.2. Input Buffering

The decorrelator has an internal processing cycle, managed by an
input ring buffer, of 256 sample frames with a 128-sample overlap
between subsequent processing frames. A sine window according
to Equation 1 is applied where m = 0...M − 1 is the time index
within a frame n and M = 256.

xWin(m) = xIn(m) · sin ((m+ 0.5) · π/M) (1)

Next, a 256-point Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is per-
formed on the windowed input frame xWin(m) to obtain K =
129 complex valued frequency bins XDS (n) for each frame n.
In the following processing, the temporal sequences of individual
DFT coefficients are treated as a set of spectral subband signals
with n being the time index subsampled by a factor of 128 with
respect to m.

3.3. Pre-Delay and Allpass Filters

The k = 0...K − 1 complex DFT coefficients of each DFT sub-
band (index k is omitted where possible for better readability) are
passed through a delay, as illustrated in Equation 2, where Dd is
the pre-delay. This pre-delay is set to 4 frames (~10.7ms).

XDel(n) = XDS(n−Dd) (2)

Next, the delayed signal XDel(n) is allpass filtered according
to Equation 3

H (z) =
γ + z−D

1 + γ · z−D
(3)
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Figure 1: Decorrelator signal flow overview. Based on overlapping DFTs for analysis of the incoming audio signal, a combination of
pre-delay and allpass filter chain is applied in the DFT subband domain followed by a time/Frequency (t/F) envelope shaper and the output
assembly stage controlled by a transient handling. The transient detection information (dashed line) influences the internal mixing process
of the output audio signals.

The chained series of i allpass filters APi is further illustrated
in Equation 4, where filter coefficients are γ = 0.7 and Dapi rep-
resents the amount of delay of each allpass filter, which is set to 1,
2, 3, 5 frames for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Yi(n) = γ ·Xi(n) +Xi(n−Dapi)− γ · Yi(n−Dapi) (4)

In the following steps, XDS(n) is denoted the direct signal
(DS), while YPS(n), which went through the delay and the series
of allpass filters, is called the processed signal (PS).

As a side note - if needed in future applications, a set of mutu-
ally independent decorrelators can be obtained by variation of pre-
delay/allpass filter parameters and structures as sketched in sub-
section 2.2.

3.4. Transient Handling

In the decorrelator’s output, transients are excluded from the pre-
delay and allpass processing. This is managed by the transient han-
dling. A transient in the current frame is detected by calculating
whether the energy of the current frame, summed over k = 4...K
frequency bins, is stronger than the previous frame by a threshold
T = 2.8. The accuracy of transient detection is not overly criti-
cal; a false positive transient detection result, for example, will just
exclude the falsely classified signal part from decorrelation caus-
ing no further artefacts. For this reason, the implemented transient
detection algorithm was kept rather simple and computationally
efficient.

Two counters control the transient processing: a so-called hold
counter and an inhibition counter. The hold counter controls the
duration of the detected transient event and the inhibit counter en-
forces a minimum temporal separation between detected transient
events. Both are initially set to their inactive state 0. When a tran-
sient is detected tn = 1 and the inhibition counter is inactive, a
hold counter is started for the next 8 frames (~21.3ms) to control
a muting of the PS in the output mix. Also, the inhibition counter
starts counting to prevent a hold counter start in the next 56 frames
(~149.3ms). In addition, if another transient is detected during this

inhibition time, this will re-start the inhibition counter, and the in-
hibition time will be increased from 56 to 64 frames. With these
time constants, pulse trains with a pulse frequency greater than ap-
proximately 6Hz will not be subjected to the dedicated transient
processing. The threshold of 6Hz was chosen since at that fre-
quency pulses are still clearly perceived as separate events in fast
succession (where preservation of transient perceptual quality is
essential) rather than a continuous tonal sound (where good decor-
relation is desireable). When active counters reach their maximum
count, they are reset to their inactive state 0.

The durations reflected in the counters for transient handling
have been chosen to be larger than pre-delay and allpass filter de-
lay to suppress any traces of dispersed transients in the PS. Ad-
ditionally, a hysteresis is implemented for avoiding on/off tog-
gling that may happen e.g. when the input signal contains low
frequency pulse trains with slight temporal variations of pulse dis-
tance around the inhibition time.

The energy in current frame is calculated using the DS. The en-
ergy of the current frame is smoothed by a first order IIR lowpass
filter with “forgetting factor” δ = 0.4. Equation 5 illustrates how
energy of the current frame, ETr(n), is calculated from the en-
ergy of the previous frame, ETr(n − 1), and the DS, XDS,k(n).
Equation 6 defines the calculation of the transient detection state
parameter tn.

ETr(n) = δ · (
K∑

k=4

XDS,k (n)
2) + (1− δ) · ETr (n− 1) (5)

tn =

{
1 if ETr (n) > T · ETr (n− 1)

0 otherwise
(6)

3.5. Envelope Shaping

The following equations explain the t/F envelope shaping. For
each time frame n, in the output ŶPS (n), each frequency bin of
the PS is amplified or attenuated if it is weaker or stronger by a
factor of β = 1.5 as compared to the DS. Equation 7 and Equation
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5 illustrate the estimation of the energy of the current PS, Ep,k(n),
and of the current DS, Ed,k(n), smoothed by a first order IIR low-
pass filter with “forgetting factor” α = 0.4. Equation 9 represents
the t/F shaping process depending on the energy relations. Finally,
the PS is scaled with a fixed factor f = 1.1 that was empirically
determined to adjust the mean signal energy to match the DS en-
ergy.

Ep,k (n) = α · YPS,k (n)
2 + (1− α) · Ep,k (n− 1) (7)

Ed,k (n) = α ·XDS,k (n)
2 + (1− α) · Ed,k (n− 1) (8)

ŶPS (n) =

=


f · YPS (n) ·

√
β·Ed,k(n)

Ep,k(n)
if Ep,k (n) > β · Ed,k (n)

f · YPS (n) ·
√

Ed,k(n)

β·Ep,k(n)
if Ed,k (n) > β · Ep,k (n)

f · YPS (n) otherwise
(9)

A 256-point Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) is per-
formed on ŶPS (n) to convert the processed frequency bins back
to 256 time domain samples. To prepare for overlap-add in the
output signal assembly, the signal is windowed with the same sine
window as used for analysis.

3.6. Output Signal Assembly

The decorrelated output is generated as illustrated in Equation 10.
In regular decorrelator operation, when the hold counter is inac-
tive, the two decorrelated output frames are obtained from the M/S
representation by conversion to L/R stereo as seen from the sum
and difference computation of xWin(m) and yPS(m), respec-
tively. If a transient was detected and the hold counter is activated,
the two output frames will carry an identical signal consisting of
the windowed input signal weighted by a scaling factor. The scal-
ing factor 1√

2
adjusts the energy of the “transient part” 2·xWin(m)

to match the energy of the “non-transient part” that is obtained by
combining two incoherent signals xWin(m) and yPS(m). The
windowing (computationally efficient inherited from the overlap-
ping DFT frames) ensures a smooth cross fade when switching
between the regular and the transient operation modes.

{
yOut,1(m) = xWin(m) + yPS(m)
yOut,2(m) = xWin(m)− yPS(m)

}
if hold cnt inactive{

yOut,1(m) = 2√
2
· xWin(m)

yOut,2(m) = 2√
2
· xWin(m)

}
if hold cnt active

(10)
Finally, the windowed frames are re-combined in an overlap-

add procedure with 128-sample overlap between subsequent pro-
cessing frames.

4. COMPLEXITY

The decorrelator was designed for high perceptual quality at low-
est possible computational complexity. Allpass filtering is imple-
mented using very simple subband IIR filters. The application of

pre-delay and allpass filtering is done in (subsampled) DFT do-
main. The analysis DFT of the input signal - the direct signal XDS

- can thereby be efficiently used for both filtering and as input to
t/F-envelope shaping. The DFT windowing is co-used for tran-
sient handling controlled output signal cross fade as can be seen in
Equation 10.

If a set of many mutually decorrelated output signals is desired,
the entire set may advantageously share said analysis DFT and
parts of the envelope shaping calculations, specifically the energy
estimation according to Equation 8 and the transient handling pro-
cessing according to Equations 5 and 6, since these are solely de-
pendent on the common direct input signal XDS(n) .

The exact complexity is determined by DSP hardware and on
the DSP implementation, so here a pen-and-paper estimate is
given. The following Table 1 provides an overview on the number
of arithmetic operations of the different parts of the decorrelator.
Operations (OP) are multiplications (MUL) or additions (ADD);
Divisions (DIV) and square roots (SQRT) are assumed to equal 25
OP each (which is a very conservative assumption that might be
too high on modern DSP hardware).

The processing takes place in 50% overlapped windowed 256
sample blocks. According to [19], a 256-point real-data FFT/IFFT
consumes 3022 operations. All further operations in DFT domain
are to be calculated on 129 complex subband signals, hence the
factors of 129 and 2, respectively. To arrive at operations per sam-
ple, all numbers are normalized on the 128 sample time domain
stride of the overlapped DFT.

The computational complexity of the decorrelator is a moderate
7.4 MOPS (Million Operations per Second).

5. QUALITY

Some properties of the new decorrelator design presented in this
paper have been compared with the ones of the MPEG Surround
(MPS) decorrelator [5] as a baseline. Figures 2 and 3 display plots
of mean correlation of the two output signals, Figures 4 and 5 dis-
play plots of mean magnitude differences of the two output sig-
nals as a function of frequency for the MPS decorrelator and the
new decorrelator design. The measurements were obtained using
pink noise as an input signal. From the plots it is apparent that
the remaining correlation of the output channels is always below
0.045 and the magnitude differences are always less than 0.3 dB in
the relevant audio frequency range. So, the new decorrelator de-
sign is on par with the perfomance of the MPS decorrelator while
avoiding the much higher delay and computational costs caused by
the Quadrature Mirror Filterbanks (QMF) of the MPS decorrela-
tor. Thorough expert listening confirmed a high overall perceptual
quality and a transparent transient reproduction of the new design.
Nevertheless, a formal perceptual evaluation will be done in the
future.

6. APPLICATION IN MPEG-I

In MPEG-I Immersive Audio, sources with homogeneous spatial
extent are modelled by a number of decorrelated point sources
that are spatially distributed in the VR scene geometry. The nec-
essary decorrelated point source signals are derived from one or
more “original” input signals that are the direct signals input to the
decorrelator. One example of such a source with spatial extent is
the park fountain in the MPEG-I VR test scene depicted in Fig-
ure 6. In the MPEG-I Immersive Audio Reference Software, the
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Table 1: Decorrelator complexity estimation. Operations (OP) equal multiplications (MUL) or additions (ADD); Divisions (DIV) and
square roots (SQRT) are assumed to count 25 OP each.

Operations (OP) per 128 sample frame Sum of OP/frame
Analysis window (Equation 1) 256 ·MUL 256

256-point real-data FFT/IFFT 2 · FFT (see [19]) 2 · 3022 = 6044

4 Schroeder allpass filters on complex data (Equation 4) 4 · 129 · 2 · 2 ·MUL; 4 · 129 · 2 · 2 ·ADD 32 · 129 = 4128

Energy envelope estimation (Equation 78) 2 · 3 · 129 ·MUL; 2 · 2 · 129 ·ADD; (6 + 4) · 129 = 1290

Transient detection (Equation 5) 3 · 126 ·MUL; 2 · 126 ·ADD (3 + 2) · 129 = 645

t/F Envelope shaper (Equation 9) 2 · 129 ·MUL; 1 · 129 ·DIV ; 1 · 129 · SQRT (2 + 25 + 25) · 129 = 6708

Synthesis window 256 ·MUL 256

Overlap+add 256 ·ADD 256

Output assembly (Equation 10) 2 · 128 ·ADD 256

Total 19839

Total OP/sample OP/sec@ fs = 48kHz
Decorrelator 155 approx. 7.4 MOPS

Figure 2: Baseline MPS Decorrelator: mean correlation between
decorrelator output channels as a function of frequency.

presented decorrelator is available as an implementation in C++
[8].

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we describe the design considerations behind the
decorrelator that is part of the upcoming MPEG-I Immersive audio
standard and that is used for rendering sound sources with homo-
geneous extent. We present details of the actual implementation
and provide computational complexity numbers showing a mod-
erate total complexity of 7.4 MOPS for two decorrelated signals
at 48kHz sampling rate. We also provide measurements on corre-
lation and spectral magnitude differences of our new decorrelator
design compared to the MPEG Surround (MPS) decorrelator as a
baseline, showing that regarding these measurements the new de-
sign is on par with the baseline while minimizing processing delay
and computational costs. We suggest that the new decorrelator de-
sign at hand might also be useful for integration in other spatial
audio applications and audio effects.

Figure 3: New decorrelator design: mean correlation between
decorrelator output channels as a function of frequency.
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